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Proactive Security Solutions
to a rapidly evolving landscape
Pueo’s approach to comprehensive security... “Reactionary security doesn’t safeguard our nation, proactive solutions do.”
Background and what we do…
Traditional physical security and cybersecurity vulnerability assessments can generate
WHY PUEO?
marginal improvements to a customer’s overall security posture. However, as threats
• Combined Physical and Cyber
outpace resources, traditional solutions fall short. Pueo’s approach integrates physical
techniques for added value
and cyber disciplines to capitalize upon the synergies and threat commonalities
• Renowned experts
between the two, for cost effective risk assessments and vulnerability mitigations. Our
• Defensible and insightful
analytic approach, grounded in deep research, applied to emerging cross-industry
analytics
trends, renders defensible insight to supplement traditional assessment methodologies.
• Comprehensive and
Our techniques are designed and supported with both strategic and tactical experts to
prescriptive mitigation plans
include numerous DoD-IC senior executives, senior NSA-certified Red Team leaders,
and critical defense infrastructure and counterintelligence professionals. While the
rapidly evolving security landscape invalidates traditional security methodologies, Pueo’s integrated analytic approach
delivers the vigilance our customers require.
“In the new year, we expect to see more security and IT professionals joining together as the two functions continue to converge.”
Security Informed

Pueo’s Integrated Approach
Pueo’s combined physical and
cyber approach accelerates
and streamlines assessments,
findings, and recommendations
to quickly and efficiently bolster
customer security postures.
Pueo provides the industry’s
most thorough vulnerability
assessments through the
utilization of both physical and
cybersecurity assets, in
tandem. Integrating the two
further enables and facilitates
each discipline in order to paint
the most accurate overall
security posture portrayal for
our customers.
Unrivaled Expertise
Pueo’s strategic experts, including numerous DoD and IC senior executives, ensure each customer is subjected to only
the most meaningful diagnostics and evaluation – without wasted efforts or frivolous noise. Our operational expertise is
sustained by senior NSA-certified Red Team leaders and critical defense infrastructure and counterintelligence
professionals, spanning numerous industries, domains, and functions with current Tactics, Techniques, and Procedures
(TTP) proficiency for rapid evaluation and solution implementation. Pueo’s statisticians, including a Johns Hopkins
University professor, ensure both insight and appropriateness in our analytic forecasts.
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Security Analytics
Using quantitative data related to
successful and attempted penetrations,
reviews of available and emerging
technology, and historical and evolving
adversary TTP, Pueo has developed
multiple models to support our physical and
cyber security assessments. Pueo uses its
proprietary database and models to
continually monitor changes in the cyber
and physical security landscape to include
new and emerging adversary TTPs,
threats, and technologies to provide regular
updates on your level of vulnerability,
based on our last assessment.
Prescriptive Solution Reporting
Through our proprietary report-generating solution, detailed
findings documentation, emerging industry trends, and
customer-specific remediations are summarized quickly and
efficiently for users at all levels. Where traditional
methodologies culminate in hypothesis-filled briefings, Pueo’s
proprietary methodology, PUEO SURE TM (Security User
Readiness Evaluation), is a groundbreaking approach that
ensures customers possess the data and insight necessary
for security transformation, mitigation, and preparedness
throughout the organization. Pueo focuses on building
customer expertise for vendor independence.
Threat Scoring Matrices
Utilizing our unique multi-disciplined approach, thorough vulnerability exploitation, deep experience, and trends analysis,
Pueo generates a FICO-like security health score providing defensible insight to customer security posture standing within
their respective industry. Pueo accomplishes this while maintaining customer confidentiality at every level.
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